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ABSTRACT

Introduction Avoiding low value medical practices is an
important focus in current healthcare utilisation. Despite
advantages of point-of-care ultrasound (POCUS) over
chest X-ray including improved workflow and timeliness
of results, POCUS-guided central venous catheter (CVC)
position confirmation has slow rate of adoption. This
demonstrates a gap that is ripe for the development of an
intervention.
Methods The intervention is a deimplementation
programme called DRAUP (deimplementation of routine
chest radiographs after adoption of ultrasound-guided
insertion and confirmation of central venous catheter
protocol) that will be created to address one unnecessary
imaging modality in the acute care environment. We propose
a three-phase approach to changing low-value practices. In
phase 1, we will be guided by the Consolidated Framework
for Implementation Research framework to explore barriers
and facilitators of POCUS for CVC confirmation in a single
centre, large tertiary, academic hospital via focus groups.
The qualitative methods will inform the development and
adaptation of strategies that address identified determinants
of change. In phase 2, the multifaceted strategies
will be conceptualised using Morgan’s framework for
understanding and reducing medical overuse. In phase 3,
we will locally implement these strategies and assess them
using Proctor’s outcomes (adoption, deadoption, fidelity and
penetration) in an observational study to demonstrate proof
of concept, gaining valuable insights on the programme.
Secondary outcomes will include POCUS-guided CVC
confirmation efficacy measured by time and effectiveness
measured by sensitivity and specificity of POCUS
confirmation after CVC insertion.
With limited data available to inform interventions that
use concurrent implementation and deimplementation
strategies to substitute chest X-ray for POCUS using
the DRAUP programme, we propose that this primary
implementation and secondary effectiveness pilot study
will provide novel data that will expand the knowledge
of implementation approaches to replacing low value or
unnecessary care in acute care environments.
Ethics and dissemination Approval of the study by the
Human Research Protection Office has been obtained. This
work will be disseminated by publication of peer-reviewed
manuscripts, presentation in abstract form at scientific
meetings and data sharing with other investigators
through academically established means.

Trial registration number C
 linicalTrials.gov Identifier,
NCT04324762, registered on 27 March 2020.

INTRODUCTION
Deimplementing unnecessary health interventions is essential for improving population health and reducing unnecessary waste
in healthcare and public health.1 It is estimated that 30% of medical interventions
are unnecessary, suggesting that there are
areas of medical overuse.2 One example of
an overutilised resource is the use of chest
radiographs after central venous catheter
(CVC) insertions. The placement of CVCs
is a common procedure performed, with 5
million placed annually and a cost of nearly
US$500 million.3 4 The routine use of chest
X-ray for CVC confirmation is an outdated
practice that fails to take advantage of the
now ubiquitous use of point-
of-
care ultrasound (POCUS) to guide CVC insertion and
position confirmation.5–7 Chest X-ray solely
for CVC confirmation is an overused resource
because providers already using POCUS for
CVC insertion can quickly use it to confirm
catheter position confirmation and exclude
pneumothorax immediately after the procedure.
Observational data and a randomised
controlled trial have shown that POCUS can
also provide similar yet faster diagnostic information to chest X-ray after CVC insertion,
thus demonstrating superior efficiency.8–11 A
POCUS-
guided CVC confirmation protocol
consists of three ultrasound imaging steps
(figure 1). Three recent meta-analyses found
that POCUS for CVC position confirmation
was feasible (98% adequate visualisation),
fast (reducing mean CVC confirmation
time compared with chest X-ray), and accurate.8 10 12 In the randomised study, POCUS
confirmation reduced the time from insertion to first use of CVC and reduced overall
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Figure 1 Point-of-care ultrasound-guided catheter confirmation protocol (after right internal jugular vein cannulation). CVC,
central venous catheter; IJ, internal jugular; RASS, right atrial swirl sign.

chest X-ray utilisation by 56.7% (p<0.0001).10 Thus, chest
X-rays represents avoidable costs and resource utilisation
to the healthcare system, results in ionising radiation
exposure, and can cause delays in patient care.10 11 13–15
Despite advantages of POCUS over chest X-
ray,
POCUS-
guided CVC confirmation has a slow rate of
clinical adoption.10 11 13–16 Even among providers with
ultrasound experience, self-reported use of POCUS for
CVC confirmation and deadoption of chest X-ray is low
(1.5%), citing various barriers to this practice.17 18 This
demonstrates an important gap, necessitating advance
in this space. A deimplementation programme called
DRAUP (deimplementation of routine chest radiographs
after adoption of ultrasound-guided insertion and confirmation of central venous catheter protocol) is developed
to take advantage of an evidenced-based innovation and
deimplement low-value chest X-ray in the acute care environment. In this study, we will facilitate the adoption of
the DRAUP programme with multifaceted strategies
against identified barriers and evaluate implementation
as well as effectiveness outcomes.
METHODS AND ANALYSIS
The implementation of the DRAUP programme has
a three-
phase approach: first, we will use qualitative
methods to understand the context and barriers to
change; in phase 2, we will identify and refine implementation and deimplementation strategies; and in phase 3,
we will measure implementation and deimplementation
outcomes. We have initiated the DRAUP programme in
the emergency department (ED) and are beginning to
use some of the strategies (January 2020) prior to phase
1. This study will be performed at a tertiary academic
medical centre. The design and reporting of this study
adhere to the Standards for Reporting Implementation
2

Science and can be found in online supplemental file 1).19
Patients or the public were not involved in the design,
and will not be involved in the conduct, or reporting, or
dissemination plans of our research.
Stakeholders’ engagement
Relevant stakeholders to implementing the evidence-based
innovation include medical providers, the ED administrators who must support the DRAUP programme, and
nurses who are taking care of the patient. Intensive care
unit physicians and nursing leadership also serve as gatekeepers. Stakeholders and gatekeepers will be involved by
participating in a qualitative exploratory analysis as well as
empowering the institutional climate of change.
Study population, subjects and recruitment
In phase 1, we will conduct focus groups of practising critical care medicine and emergency medicine physicians to
discuss current practices in POCUS-guided CVC confirmation. Participants will be recruited from our local
health system, selected by purposive sampling, and carefully identified to reflect variations in practice settings
(academic and community) to capture a broad range
of beliefs towards CVC position confirmation practice.20
Motivation to participate is based on the voluntary selection of early adopters of POCUS-related innovations.21
Additional focus groups will include physician administrators and nursing leadership as stakeholders because
they can foster a positive implementation climate and can
ensure organisational readiness for change. Contact will
be initiated via email requests for participation.
In phases 2 and 3, study participants will be senior
(third & fourth year) emergency medicine residents and
faculty members. This subject group will be chosen given
previous data demonstrating adequate retention of ultrasound knowledge and skill for ultrasound guided CVC
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confirmation.22 Recruitment will be via email request
for participation in protocol education and training.
They will undergo a 60-min didactic training and will
demonstrate adequate ultrasound image acquisition and
interpretation.
Procedures, instruments and design
Phase 1: exploration by qualitative methods
A common exploratory framework called the Consolidated Framework in Implementation Research (CFIR)23
will be used to understand the contextual environment.
Focus groups will be chosen to allow inductive facilitators and barriers to emerge in a group setting. An interview guide informed by the CFIR will be used for each
focus group and is included in the online supplemental
file 2). CFIR is a determinant framework and best fits our
study goals about understanding the organisational and
personal contexts that are preventing the deimplementation of chest X-ray after POCUS guided CVC confirmation. Field notes with written observations will be created
during each focus group. We estimate approximately 4–8
focus groups made up of 5–7 physicians. This sample
size is adaptative to the attainment of theme saturation,
meaning focus groups will be continued until thematic
saturation of barriers has been achieved.24–26 This qualitative data will inform implementation and deimplementation strategies that will be incorporated into the DRAUP
programme.27

Qualitative analysis
Focus groups and field notes will be recorded and
transcribed verbatim by a professional transcription
company. Research team members, experienced in qualitative research will independently code the deidentified transcripts for content (NVivo V.12, QSR Industries,
Doncaster, Australia). A coding dictionary will be developed that includes specific definitions of each code and
criteria for good examples of code applications.28 We will
use the deductive codes created using CFIR constructs
and inductive codes that are discovered in the coding
of transcripts to generate a codebook. The coders will
then independently recode all transcripts using the newly
created codebook. Coding discrepancies will be reviewed
with a qualitative methods expert.
Phase 2: adapting the implementation strategies within the
intervention (DRAUP programme)
During the implementation phase, the DRAUP
programme will include substitution of routine chest
X-r ay for POCUS after right internal jugular vein CVC
insertion. The DRAUP programme will be guided by a
second framework that highlights the specific process
of deimplementation called Morgan’s framework for
medical overuse and will tailor the strategies to any
additional determinants identified in phase 1. 29 This
framework is a process framework allowing prioritisation of specific interventions towards understanding
medical overuse and deimplementation (figure 2).

Figure 2 Morgan’s framework for conceptualising interventions to reduce medical overuse with embedded strategies from
DRAUP (red) and their primary level of influence. (Source: Morgan et al29, 2017.)
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The strategies will be evaluated after 1 year of implementation.
Multifaceted strategies
We will identify and adapt multifaceted strategies (that
targets both implementation and deimplementation)
that we believe to be feasible, adaptable, generalisable and informed by our qualitative methods and
Morgan’s framework for medical overuse 29 in table 1.
These strategies are initially selected to address the
possible domains/drivers of influence for understanding medical overuse. Pragmatic details of our
programme strategies are described in table 2 and
strategy specifying and reporting30 table is available
in online supplemental file 3). These strategies,
while hypothesised to address known barriers, will
be adapted based on new themes derived from the
qualitative results from phase 1. These strategies are
informed by Morgan’s framework and target interventions at the clinician, clinic environment, culture of
healthcare and practice environment levels.29
At the clinician level, strategies include (1) education and training (academic detailing) with interactive
didactics, skill building workshops with follow-u p, 31
(2) clinical decision support with supervision, 32 and
(3) audit and feedback, we believe these three strategies to be the most effective strategies at the individual level to promote replacing an intervention with
a new evidence-
b ased intervention. 33–35 Emergency
medicine ultrasound expert faculty group will provide
real time, in-
person decision support (education,
supervision) for the use of the DRAUP algorithm.
Programme utilisation will include weekly electronic
audit and feedback process in the ED (already part
of the ED ultrasound imaging workflow) and monthly
summary and assessment to see if there is cumulative change in practice. 34 This frequency of audit and
feedback will allow us to perform sensitivity analyses
that will be used to identify the optimal timeframe to
perform audit and feedback for future larger scale
projects. 35
To address the culture of change, we will focus on
strategies that effect clinic/organisational level such
as (4) leadership support/endorsement. 36 37 For strategies at the practice environment level, (5) an algorithm 38 demonstrating a specific POCUS-g uided CVC
confirmation was created. After adequate planning
and organisational support of the protocol (compliant
with hospital process and procedures), we will disseminate the DRAUP algorithm to ED stakeholders
including department administration, nursing leadership and intensive care unit leadership (figure 3).
We will review the implementation strategies quarterly
and revise the intervention based on poor interest or
fidelity.39 Any implementation strategy modifications
made to fit clinician or clinic characteristics that occur
will be reported as a (6) planned adaptation.40 41
4

OUTCOMES
Phase 3: evaluation using implementation and
deimplementation outcomes
During the evaluation phase, implementation and deimplementation outcomes from Proctor’s conceptual model
for implementation research framework will be used to
evaluate the success of the strategies described in phase
2.42 This is an evaluation framework and will focus on
adoption, deadoption, fidelity and penetration as the
most optimal outcomes of deimplementation. Operationalisation of the constructs measured using Proctor’s
framework is demonstrated in figure 4.43 The selected
outcomes and their measures are reported on table 3.
Unintended negative consequences to consider include
premature use of the DRAUP programme outside of the
acute care environment without adequate training (short-
term) or decreased confidence interpreting a chest X-ray
for CVC confirmation (long term).
Successful deimplementation outcomes will be defined
as outcomes that persist after 1 year of strategy integration.
This timeframe was chosen given the following characteristics: strength of evidence, magnitude of the problem and
characteristics of the intervention. The ED selected for
this proposal has an average of 260 supradiaphragmatic
CVCs placed per year. With the selected strategies, we
define an increased adoption of the DRAUP programme
(accompanied by a deadoption of chest X-rays) of at least
50% at 1 year as a marker of successful implementation.
We hypothesise that there will be interval increases in
fidelity and overall penetration of the DRAUP protocol
within the ED over the 1-year timespan.
Adoption and deadoption
Adoption is defined as the intention, initial decision or
action to try or employ an innovation or evidence-based
practice.42 Deadoption is the discontinuation of a clinical
practice after it was previously adopted.44 Adoption of the
DRAUP programme will be measured by the number of
occurrences where POCUS is used for CVC confirmation.
Deadoption will be measured by the number of chest
X-
rays deemed unnecessary after POCUS-
guided CVC
confirmation. After 1 year, we will also measure uptake by
conducting a postimplementation survey of attitudes and
perception to expand and more deeply understand the
providers’ decision, as it is influenced by core elements of
appropriateness and feasibility.45 46 A physicians risk tolerance profile may impact their adoption of a new innovation like the DRAUP programme.47 Thus, we will also
evaluate participating physicians risk profiles using three
validated survey instruments (malpractice fear scale,48
risk-taking scale49 and stress from uncertainty scale47).
Assessing the physician’s risk profile will extend the
understanding in this area by testing the risk association
and their intent to adopt the DRAUP programme.
Fidelity
Fidelity, the degree to which an intervention was implemented as it was prescribed, will be measured to assess the
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Physician-directed tool for
communication about the
issue

Clinician: education about
evidence; education about
harms of testing in these
patients

Culture: broad campaign
across the ED

Practice environment: EMR
support

Patient: provide information Inertia
about options for treatment

Patient–clinician interaction:
hypothetical, poor communication
secondary to patient condition

Clinician factors: belief that more is
better, poor knowledge of evidence,
past experience, cognitive
dissonance, fear of litigation

Culture of healthcare: expectation
of all clinicians (including
attendings, consultants, nursing),
organisational competitiveness,
liability and cost fears

Practice environment: ease of
protocol

Patient factors: expectation of
frequent testing

Planned
adaptation

Algorithm
development
based on EBI

Organisational
support (policy/
procedures)

Audit and
feedback

Decision support/
supervision from
DRAUP team

Data-informed changes (reordering, forestalling,
or delaying certain components, adding materials
or interventions, language and/or cultural
adaptations) approach to maintain intervention
fidelity during the implementation of EBI

Fidelity refers to assessment of adherence and
competence

Organisational attributes such as the presence
of formalised practice policies, positive
organisational culture and climate are associated
with more favourable service provider attitudes
toward adopting the EBI

Audit feedback: provides clinical supervision via
digital assessment, review case implementation,
make suggestions, and provide encouragement

Training and supervision: reflect on the
implementation effort, share lessons learnt,
support learning, and propose changes to be
implemented in small cycles of change

Knowledge about the innovation, skills to use the
innovation, optimism that the innovation will be
effective, and improved ability to access details
about how to use the innovation without prompts

Strategy description

Individual and
organisational

Individual

Organisational

Individual and
Organisational

Individual and
social network

Individual

Level of
intervention
Influence

*To be refined from qualitative analysis
DRAUP, deimplementation of routine chest radiographs after adoption of ultrasound-guided insertion and confirmation of central venous catheter protocol; EBI, evidence-based
innovation; ED, emergency department; EMR, electronic medical record.

Provider lack of
confidence

Hospital policy

Inertia/reflex

Provider lack of
comfort

Provider lack of
Education and
knowledge/practice training

Clinician: education about
evidence; education about
harms of testing in these
patients

Clinician factors: belief that more is
better, poor knowledge of evidence,
past experience, cognitive
dissonance, fear of litigation

*Barriers to
Intervention
deimplementation (strategies)

Feasible approaches to
improvement

Implementation strategies informed by Morgan’s Practical framework for conceptualising interventions to reduce medical overuse (source: Morgan et al, 2017)

Morgan’s possible drivers/
domains description29

Table 1
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Table 2 Description of specific applications of the multifaceted strategies to promote adoption of DRAUP
Strategy

Details

Audit and feedback

►► Weekly review of ultrasound images by ultrasound faculty (to be standardise in the quality assurance
process)
►► Weekly feedback to providers about ultrasound image quality and adherence to the protocol
►► Data report and feedback from electronic medical record is generated and analysed every month

Algorithm development

►► Algorithm creation and dissemination
►► Targeted dissemination to pertinent stakeholders such as ED faculty members, ICU faculty members, ED and
ICU administrators, and ED and ICU nursing leadership.

Planned
adaptation

►► Quarterly reassessment of protocol/strategies to consider adaptations to avoid the new intervention drifting
towards or resembling the old, inappropriate intervention thus requiring more intense strategies to redirect
towards DRAUP
►► Biannual adaptation/addition of strategy

Education and training
(academic detailing)

►► Individual EM senior resident training, grouped EM faculty training with education refreshment
►► Creation of DRAUP dissemination tools (posters, cards, t-shirts, pens, procedural masks, etc)

In-person clinical decision
support

►► EM ultrasound faculty (DRAUP team members) provide in person decision support to clinical teams in
person
►► Creation of DRAUP application site with embedded algorithm, protocol videos, frequently asked questions,
DRAUP team contact

Organisational support
(stakeholder engagement,
leadership buy-in)

►► Change of official hospital policy to allow ultrasound as an alternative mode of CVC confirmation.
►► Active dissemination of policy update supporting DRAUP

CVC, central venous catheter; DRAUP, de-implementation of routine chest radiographs after adoption of ultrasound-guided insertion and
confirmation of central venous catheter protocol; ED, emergency department; EM, emergency medicine; ICU, intensive care unit.

internal validity of the clinical outcomes.42 In this context,
fidelity will be assessed by measuring the adherence to
the programme when attempted.42 Adherence, defined

as the utilisation of the procedures of a protocols within
the DRAUP programme, will be measured by documentation in the electronic medical record. Fidelity will be

Figure 3 DRAUP (deimplementation of routine chest radiographs after adoption of ultrasound -guided insertion and
confirmation of central venous catheter protocol) algorithm for deimplementation of chest radiography after central line
insertion. POCUS, point-of-care ultrasound; IJ, internal jugular vein; CVC, central venous catheter; PACS, picture archiving and
communications system; DRAUPOUT/.DRAUPIN, electronic record documentation template of findings; CXR, chest X-ray
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Figure 4 Operationalisation of implementation plan using Proctor’s conceptual model for implementation research (source:
Proctor et al, 2009) with embedded DRAUP (deimplementation of routine chest radiographs after adoption of ultrasound-guided
insertion and confirmation of central venous catheter protocol) strategies and outcomes. ED, emergency department; POCUS,
point-of-care ultrasound.

assessed by measuring adherence to the DRAUP protocol
(assessed monthly by audit & feedback) and the adequacy
of the stored POCUS images in the medical record (evaluated by the ultrasound expert faculty).
Penetration
Penetration is the integration of a practice within a
service setting and its subsystems specifically, the number
of eligible persons who use a service, divided by the
total number of persons eligible for the service.50 Penetration also can be calculated in terms of the number
of providers who deliver a given service or treatment,
divided by the total number of providers trained in or
expected to deliver the service. The electronic medical
record will measure this outcome by calculating the
number of actual CVC insertions where POCUS was used
divided by the number of possible CVC insertions where

POCUS could have been used. After 1 year, a 50% reduction in post CVC insertion chest X-ray will be a marker of
successful internal penetrance of substitution of routine
chest X-ray for POCUS after DRAUP. Penetration outside
the ED will be assessed by measuring the proportion of
cases where the receiving clinician does not immediately
obtain a chest X-ray after the patient arrives to the ICU.
Distal outcomes
In addition to the proximal implementation outcomes,
distal outcomes such as service outcomes will be evaluated. Efficiency and effectiveness are service outcomes
that are important to long-term sustainability of DRAUP
and can be measured using data from the electronic
medical record.42 Clinical efficiency has always been a
benefit of POCUS.8 Efficiency in this context is measured by the time needed to perform the POCUS-guided

Table 3 DRAUP implementation and effectiveness outcomes and measures
Outcomes

Measures

Implementation
Adoption of DRAUP

1. Number of times POCUS is used for CVC confirmation after right internal jugular vein catheter insertion
2. Risk profile assessment using three validated survey instruments (MFS, RTS, SUS)

Deadoption

1. Number of CXR not performed because POCUS is used for CVC confirmation
2. Risk profile assessment using three validated survey instruments (MFS, RTS, SUS)

Fidelity of DRAUP

1. Percentage of full DRAUP algorithm compliance (checklist)
2. Percentage of appropriate% POCUS images for interpretation

Penetration

Number of actual CVC insertions where DRAUP is used divided by the number of possible CVC insertions where
DRAUP could have been used

Effectiveness
Diagnostic accuracy
of POCUS in CVC
confirmation

1. Accuracy of POCUC for CVC complication detection
2. Sensitivity of POCUS for CVC malposition detection and/or PTX
3. Specificity of POCUS for CVC malposition detection and/or PTX

Safety of DRAUP

1. In-hospital follow-up of ‘DRAUPed’ lines with CVC malposition and/or PTX (catheter duration, clinical
complication intervention)

%appropriate, specifically defined POCUS images and screen labelling required for protocol; CVC, central venous catheter; CXR, chest radiograph;
DRAUP, deimplementation of routine chest radiographs after adoption of ultrasound guided insertion and confirmation of central venous catheter
protocol; MFS, malpractice fear scale; POCUS, point-of-care ultrasound; PTX, pneumothorax; RTS, risk-taking scale; SUS, stress from uncertainty
scale.
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CVC position confirmation compared with ordering and
performing a chest X-ray. Clinical effectiveness is measured by the diagnostic accuracy of POCUS-guided CVC
confirmation compared with in-
hospital chest X-
rays
(which will be obtained at some point during the patient
hospital stay). Descriptive analysis with accuracy, sensitivity and specificity will be calculated for POCUS-guided
CVC confirmation using chest X-
ray as the reference
standard.
Sample size
Patients will be enrolled for approximately 12 months
to: (1) decrease the chance that any seasonal/temporal
trends could skew the data and (2) achieve an adequate
sample size. As this is an observational study, the primary
implementation and effectiveness outcome of the
DRAUP programme is more descriptive than inferential on a hypothesis test between two treatment groups.
The sample size should, therefore, be large enough to
observe an event with a high degree of probability and
with sufficient precision. Over the course of a year, we
expect 5 patients per week to fulfil inclusion criteria and
be eligible. With an inclusion of just under one patient
every 2 days, on average, we expect to have 150 patients
eligible for enrollment in the study during the year.
Innovation
This study contains several important innovations. First,
the use of POCUS as a substitute for chest X-ray for CVC
confirmation is a relatively new implementation phenomenon although the evidence has been present for over
a decade. Although data support the use of POCUS as
the first approach for CVC confirmation, current practice
patterns demonstrate that its use is non-existent.17 18 Radiography has been the standard method for confirming
CVC placement for over 50 years. The DRAUP programme
would be a substantial change in the standard of care
thus creating a critical translational gap for innovation
implementation. With limited data currently available to
inform interventions, we believe that our results will fill a
knowledge gap.
Second, a combined approach towards implementation and deimplementation strategies is innovative. The
strategies that affect deimplementation may overlap with
those that affect implementation.44 Many innovations in
healthcare require a simultaneous adoption of one practice and deadoption of another previously valued practice to impact the patient.51 Implementation strategies
that support POCUS-guided CVC confirmation do not
guarantee deimplementation of the chest X-ray at the
provider or organisational level given the asymmetry in
human behaviour.52 53 The activities required to deimplement a practice, through substitution, might not be the
simple inverse of those needed for implementation and
diffusion.53
Finally, the utilisation of three different frameworks adds
comprehensive approach to implementation science efforts
to change one clinical practice. The multifaceted approach
8

using use a determinant framework, a process framework,
and an evaluation framework are relatively novel in this
context.
Impact
Current CVC confirmation by chest X-ray is an outdated
and frequently overused resource. Clinicians already using
POCUS for CVC insertion can quickly use POCUS immediately after the procedure with no further confirmatory steps
or resources needed. The DRAUP programme would be
best suited for academic medical environments where ultrasound equipment and ultrasound knowledge is standardised
demonstrating adequate social validity and acceptance of
POCUS among early adopters.54 This study has the potential to impact public health by increasing our understanding
of simultaneous implementation and deimplementation of
physician behaviour based on their risk profiles. Findings
from this study will have the potential to inform future policy
mandates around implementation and substitution. Findings will also add to the implementation science literature
by providing information on the impact of policy on implementation of evidence-based innovations and the potential
moderating effect of organization-level and leader-level variables on implementation. Finally, the study has the potential to improve the quality of care to patients and healthcare
systems by improvements in resource utilisation and diagnostic efficiency.
Limitations
This is an observational study at a single-centre location evaluating a clinical practice that has been historically difficult to
change. Our study will not describe any causal relationships
between proposed implementation strategy and measured
outcomes, only associations. Our implementation and deimplementation strategies will be cumulative; thus, this study is
not designed to identify which strategy(ies) are driving the
implementation outcome. Finally, this study does not evaluate if adoption of the DRAUP programme will be sustained
after initial implementation plan with the multifaceted strategies. Future studies assessing the implementation plans also
should include this as outcome.
Data storage and management
All data will be entered by the study team and data accuracy will be verified by the study principle investigator.
Data quality control measures will include queries to
identify missing data, outliers and discrepancies. Only
study team members will have access to protected health
information. The data will be uploaded and stored using
Research Electronic Data Capture (RedCap), a web-based
data management application. All computers will be password protected and encrypted per university policy.
Dissemination and data sharing
To enhance reporting transparency, this study will be
reported in accordance with the Strengthening the
Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology
Statement: Guidelines for Reporting Observational
Studies. Data and resources will be shared with other
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eligible investigators through academically established
means. The datasets used and/or analysed during the
study will be available from the corresponding author on
reasonable request.
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Supplemental File 1. Standards for Reporting Implementation Studies study checklist
STARI
Checklist
item

Explanation

Study
compliant?

Page

Title

1

Include identification as implementation study and methods
used.

Yes

1

Abstract

2

Include description of implementation strategy to be tested,
evidence-based intervention, and key implementation and
health outcomes.

Yes

2

Include a description of the problem, challenge/deficiency that
intervention aims to address.

Yes

3

4

Include the scientific background and rational for the
implementation strategy and any pilot work.

Yes

3

Aims and
objectives

5

Differentiate between the implementation objectives and any
intervention or healthcare outcome objectives.

Yes

3

Methods
description

6

Include the design and key features of the evaluation and any
changes to study protocol, with reasons.

Yes

4-8

7

Describe the context in which the intervention was
implemented (social, economic, policy, healthcare, and
organizational barriers and facilitators that influence
implementation).

Yes

4-8

8

Include the characteristics of the inner setting or target site
(locations, personnel, resources, etc.).

Yes

4-8

9

Include a description of the implementation strategy.

Yes

4-8

10

Describe any subgroups recruited for additional research tasks
and or nested studies.

Not
applicable

11

Include pre-specified primary outcome and any secondary
outcomes of the implementation strategy and how they were
assessed.

Yes

9-11

12

Describe process evaluation objectives and outcomes related to
the implementation strategy.

Yes

9-11

13

Describe methods of capturing resource use, cost, economic
outcomes, and analysis.

No economic
analysis.

14

Include rationale for sample sizes.

Yes

12

15

Describe methods of analysis and rationale for this choice.

Yes

9-11

Introduction 3

Methods
evaluation
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16

Describe any a priori subgroup analyses.

Not
applicable
Yes

17

Include proportion recruited and characteristics of the recipient
population for the implementation strategy.

4

18

Report the primary and other outcome(s) of the implementation
strategy.
Report the process data related to the implementation strategy
mapped to the mechanism by which the strategy is expected to
work (improving capacity, opportunity, or motivation).

Yes

9-11

Yes

5-6

20

Include the resource use, costs, economic outcomes, and
analysis for the implementation strategy.

Not
applicable

21

Report the representativeness and outcomes of the subgroup
recruited for research.

Not
applicable

22

Report the fidelity to implementation strategy as planned as
well as any adaptations to suit context and preferences.

Yes

23

Include any contextual changes which may have affected
outcomes.

Not
applicable

24

Include all important harms or unintended effects in each
group.

Yes

25

Summarize the findings, strengths and limitations, and compare Yes
with other studies.

12-13

26

Discuss the implications on policy and any potential impact
with scaling the intervention.

Yes

12-13

27

Include statements on regulatory approvals and trial/study
registration.

Yes

13

19

Discussion

General
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6-8

9
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Supplemental Table 2. Focus Group Moderator Guide: interview questions mapped from the Consolidated Framework in
Implementational Research
CFIR
constructs

Construct
Characteristics

Some interview questions to explore behavior change

Knowledge

What is considered CVC malposition?
Can you describe how POCUS is used for PTX detection
Have you seen or performed POCUS confirmation of CVC placement?
If yes to above question: Do you know how a catheter malposition would appear on
ultrasound?

Individual
Beliefs about
capabilities (selfefficacy)

What problems have you encountered when trying to practice POCUS guided CVC
confirmation?

Belief about
intervention

Do you think that POCUS can correctly confirm CVC position?

What would help you to increase your comfort with POCUS guided CVC confirmation?
Do you believe that using POCUS for CVC position confirmation is feasible in your
practice?
Do you believe that using POCUS for CVC position confirmation would benefit your
practice?
Do you foresee a negative consequence of using POCUS for CVC position confirmation?

Inner Setting

Tension for change

Are there any internal pressures to increase or decrease your use of POCUS for CVC
position confirmation?

Learning climate

Are there opportunities available for you to increase your competence of POCUS for CVC
position confirmation?

Readiness for
implementation

Does POCUS guided CVC confirmation fit with your current workflow?

Planning

Whose buy-in are needed to implement POCUS guided CVC confirmation?
What do you think will happen if POCUS missed a CVC position malposition in terms of
patient outcomes? Staff outcomes?

Process
Engaging opinion
leaders

Whose work is affected by using POCUS instead of CXR for CVC confirmation?

Reflecting and
evaluating

Can you think of times where you might not perform POCUS for CVC position
confirmation? such as competing tasks or time constraints?

External incentives

Are there incentives to use POCUS for CVC position confirmation? If so, what are they?

Needs & resources

What initial steps need to be taken to improve POCUS for CVC position confirmation
compliance on an organizational level?

Outer Setting
External
policy/incentive
Needs & resources

How long are you typically waiting for CXR for confirmation of CVC positioning?
Do you think necessary resources are available for staff to increase POCUS for CVC
position confirmation?
Do you know what your hospital/national guideline for CVC position confirmation is?

Patient needs/resources Do you foresee any positive or negative patient outcomes of using POCUS for CVC position
assessment?

Intervention

Adaptability

To what extent do social influences facilitate or hinder performing POCUS for CVC
position confirmation? Others?

Quality & packaging

What initial steps need to be taken to improve POCUS for CVC position confirmation
compliance on an individual level?

Evidence strength &
quality

Do you believe that POCUS for CVC position confirmation will enhance patient care
performance?

CFIR, Consolidated Framework in Implementational Research; CVC, central venous catheter; POCUS, point of care ultrasound; PTX,
pneumothorax; CXR, chest radiograph
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Supplementation File 3. Specifications of implementation strategies within DRAUP program for reporting
Domain
Actor(s)

Action(s)

Target(s)
of the action
(based on
Morgan’s
framework)
Identify unit of
analysis for
measuring
implementation
outcomes
Temporality

Dose

Strategies
Education & Training
In person decision support Audit & Feedback
Algorithm
Organizational Support
Clinician who is a nonexpert A team of clinician
Clinician who is expert in the
Clinicians who are
A team of clinicians who
in the clinical innovation = superusers who are providing clinical innovation and able to
implementing the clinical approve hospital policies = EM
EM senior residents/faculty in person decision support to provide quality assurance treatment innovation based on created leadership
innovation users = EM
= EM ultrasound principle
algorithm = EM senior
ultrasound faculty
investigator
residents/faculty
Didactic training; Training Training and Supervision of Audit feedback: Provides clinical Checklist, pragmatic
Propose changes to the current
and Supervision: Reflect on pragmatic clinical decision supervision via review case
application of innovation process to add innovation
the implementation effort, support, encourage real time implementation, make suggestions,
share lessons learned,
learning and immediate
and provide encouragement.
support learning
decision making
Clinician attitudes and
Patient-Clinician interaction Clinician attitudes and beliefs
Practice environment
Culture of healthcare
beliefs
consumption
Culture of Professional
Medicine
Knowledge about the
Risk profile survey,
innovation, skills to use the intentions to use the
innovation, and improved innovation, social influences
acceptability of innovation

Changes in compliance of
algorithm, improved ability to
access details about how to use the
innovation without prompts

Didactic training with
Superuser available during
lecture, assessment, clinical clinical work F within two
demonstration
weeks of initial training.

Audit and Feedback occurring
weekly by EM faculty quality
assurance workflow, Bi-monthly
email feedback provided to users
Once for 60 minutes plus Once weekly for 4 hours for Audit-twice per week
follow-up booster sessions the first three months.
Individual feedback (email)during educational
twice per month
conferences
Summary Feedback to grouponce a month

Implementation Adoption of the innovation,
outcome(s)
De-adoption of old process,
affected
fidelity to the protocol of
the clinical innovation,
penetration among eligible
clients/patients
Justification
Research that suggests that
post-training follow-up is
more important than quality
or type of training received.
[31]

Knowledge about how to
use the innovation in this
context, intentions to use
the innovation

Planned Adaptation
Clinician who is expert in the
clinical innovation = EM
ultrasound principle investigator

Reflect on the implementation
effort, share lessons learned,
support learning, and propose
changes to be implemented in
small cycles of change.
Culture of healthcare
consumption

Intention and enthusiasm to use Knowledge about the innovation,
the innovation, social
skills to use the innovation, and
influences
improved acceptability of
innovation, social influences

Visual dissemination, twice Should be established in written Summary assessment and
monthly reminders during policy before initial training
research team consensus
resident conferences
quarterly
Algorithm creation- Once Once
Algorithm disseminationmonthly

Quarterly evaluation of
implementation plan with
strategies; Biannual
modification/addition of strategy

De-adoption of old process, Adoption of the innovation, Defidelity to the protocol of the adoption of old process, fidelity to
clinical innovation
the protocol of the clinical
innovation, penetration among
eligible clients/patients

Fidelity to the protocol of Uptake of the innovation, Dethe clinical innovation,
adoption of old process,
Uptake of the innovation,
penetration among eligible
clients/patients,

Adoption of the innovation, Deadoption of old process, fidelity
to the protocol of the clinical
innovation, penetration among
eligible clients/patients

Incorporation of ongoing
support (e.g., consultation)
into training is potentially
critical for effective
implementation beyond brief
training. [32]

An algorithm is defined as Theory of perceived
an operational version of a organizational support suggests
guideline that is adapted to that employees' perceptions of
local requirements and easy an organization's commitment
to apply in clinical practice. to staff will influence their
[38]
work-related attitudes and
actions. [36,37]

Planned Adaptation is a guide for
adapting theory-based EBPs that
directs practitioners to consider
how population differences may
relate to the content of program
strategies and the theory of
change. [40,41]

Consistent with Feedback theory;
Model of actionable feedback
(timely, individualized, nonpunitive, customizable) most likely
to achieve effect size.
[33-36]

DRAUP, de-implementation of routine chest radiographs after adoption of ultrasound guided insertion and confirmation of central venous catheter protocol; EM, emergency medicine; EBP, evidencebased practice
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